MARMARA UNIVERSITY
Department of German Language and
Literature
Besides offering a comprehensive academic
education, our department which started the
education life at 1991 in the body of Marmara
University, it also raises successful
academicians with the post-graduated and
doctorate programs
The student who accepted to the department
enter the program with German foreign
language point also take an equipped education
in the field of literature and linguistic. Both
basic literature and linguistic courses with their
sub-sections are available in the department.
We help our graduates not only German
Language and Literature education but also
prepare well-equipped with social and cultural
qualifications at their working lifes by means
of optional courses and their sub-specialty and
double major specialty.
Also our university has education option in
Germany within the direction of foreign
contracts and still workings in this field
continue.

The department of German Language and
Literature study written texts. Students take an
education of examination and comment on
literal texts.

Education field and equipment


We suggest cultural based courses to
show how German Language
progressed except from basic German
Language and Linguistic courses.



Language is studied different usage
styles in time and background views.
Because watching a language’s
development in its



culture also helps understand its literal
development. In this context, language
history courses in our department are
very essential.



Besides history of language and
literature, also history, philosophy or
sociology are criticized with the helps
of optional courses.



Some courses like European Art and
History of Opinion contribute to the
students literal skills.



Courses belonging to sub-speacialities
in the field of linguistic cover both
optional and obligatory courses.



Psycholinguistic (obligatory)



Text Studies(optional)

Working Areas

 Language expert on courts (expert)

 Some translation courses within
the optional and obligatory courses
are available in our department.

First of all our graduates many different areas
at the frame of servicing science and literature
faculties raising qualified and equipped
academicians due to the latest sub-specialty
and double –major specialty workings.

 Airway companies

Some other working fields;

 Foreign service agents
 Different units of embassies
 Expert in some companies such as
German Academic Student
Exchange Service

 German lecturer in universities

COMMUNICATION:

 As a teacher

MARMARA UNIVERSITY

 Publishers

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

 Culture Institutes based on
Germany and German Language
 Service sector and tourism
German origin companies’ some units Some
agents of Ministry of Culture and Tourism
 Different EU units
 Translation offices and translation
projects
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